CircZNF609 promotes breast cancer cell growth, migration, and invasion by elevating p70S6K1 via sponging miR-145-5p
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Background: Accumulating evidence suggests that circular RNAs (circRNAs) play critical roles in carcinomas. However, the contributions of circRNAs to breast cancer remain unclear. Herein, we determined the role of circZNF609 in breast cancer.

Methods: A total of 143 breast cancer and 38 normal tissues were collected to assess the expression of circZNF609 and its relationship with breast cancer prognosis. A series of in vitro and in vivo functional experiments were carried out to elucidate the role of circZNF609 in breast cancer progression and its underlying molecular mechanisms.

Results: CircZNF609 was markedly over-expressed in breast cancer tissues and cell lines, and high circZNF609 expression was closely associated with poor outcome. Silencing of circZNF609 inhibited the malignant phenotype of breast cancer in vitro and in vivo. Mechanistically, circ-ZNF609 served as a sponge of miR-145-5p to elevate p70S6K1 expression. Moreover, miR-145-5p overexpression or p70S6K1 knockdown abrogated the oncogenic effects of circZNF609 in breast cancer. In addition, clinically, a strong negative correlation was observed between the expression of circZNF609 and miR-145-5p in breast cancer tissues (r = –0.597, P < 0.001), whereas a positive correlation between circZNF609 and p70S6K1 expression (r = 0.319, P < 0.001).

Conclusion: These data suggest that circZNF609 contributes to breast cancer progression, at least partly, by modulating the miR-145-5p/p70S6K1 axis, and it may be a potential therapeutic target for breast cancer.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is considered one of the most common malignancies worldwide.1 Despite remarkable advances that have been made in the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer, the prognosis of high-stage patients is still poor.2 Therefore, a better understanding of the regulatory mechanisms underlying breast cancer pathogenesis is urgently needed in the clinical management.

CircRNAs, a novel type of ncRNAs, are characterized by covalent closed-loop structures without 5′-end cup structure and 3′-end poly(A) tail.3 Extensive studies show that circRNAs are abundant in eukaryotic cells and play key roles in human diseases, including breast cancer,4,5 by serving as the competing endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs).6,7 The most famous circRNA is CDR1as, which harbors a large number of miR-7 binding sites.8 Subsequently, Zheng et al showed that circHIPK3 could bind to miR-124 to promote cell growth.9 Han et al reported that circMTO1 could sponge miR-9 to retard liver cancer progression.10 Zhong et al demonstrated that circMYLK promoted bladder cancer angiogenesis and metastasis by interacting
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with endogenous miR-29a. These above studies reveal that circRNAs participate in cancer development and progression by sponging miRNAs to modulate gene expression. However, the functional interactions between circRNAs and miRNAs on the progression of breast cancer are still not well explored.

It was reported that circZNF609 was indispensable for the growth of central nervous system. Strikingly, a more recent study found that circZNF609 could be translated into a protein, which was involved in controlling myoblast proliferation. Meanwhile, circZNF609 was also reported to interact with miR-150-5p to regulate the expression of AKT3 in Hirschsprung’s disease. Lately, Liu et al showed that circZNF609 contributed to vascular endothelial dysfunction by sponging and weakening miR-615-5p activity. These indicate that circZNF609 may possess various functional roles in human diseases. Nevertheless, its biological role in breast cancer remains unknown.

Here, we investigated the expression of circZNF609 in breast cancer and its potential prognostic value. The functions and mechanisms of circZNF609 in breast cancer progression were also explored.

Materials and methods

Clinical specimens
In this study, we collected 143 breast cancer and 38 adjacent normal tissues from patients who were diagnosed with primary mammary carcinoma and who had undergone surgery in Affiliated Honghui Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xi’an, China). Patients who had undergone radiotherapy and chemotherapy were excluded. We got informed consent from each patient, and our study was approved by the ethics committee of Affiliated Honghui Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University.

Cell culture and transfection
All breast cancer cell lines were derived from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA) and were cultured in DMEM or RPMI1640 and incubated in 5%/37°C CO2 atmosphere. si-circZNF609, si-p70S6K1, miR-145-5p inhibitors or mimics, and the respective controls (GenePharma, Shanghai, China) were transfected into cells with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The sequences of si-circZNF609 are as follows:

- si-circZNF609#1: 5′-AAGTCTGAAAAGCAATGATGT-3′;
- si-circZNF609#2: 5′-TGAGTGTCGCTGCTAAAGA-3′;
- si-circZNF609#3: 5′-AGTCTGAAAAGCAATGATGTTG-3′.

CircZNF609 plasmid construction and stable transfection
To construct circZNF609 overexpression plasmids, the human cDNA sequences of circZNF609 were cloned into pcD-ciR vector, which were purchased from Geneseed Biotech Co., Ltd. (Guangzhou, China), followed by transfection with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) and selected by G418.

Quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR)
We extracted total RNA by TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen). And then the qRT-PCR analysis was performed using SYBR Premix Ex Taq II kit (Takara, Otsuka, Japan). The internal standard controls for circRNA/mRNA and miRNA were GAPDH and U6, respectively. The primer sequences are as follows: CircZNF609 (divergent primer): forward: 5′-TGAGTGTCGCTGCTAAAGA-3′; reverse: 5′-CCCCCATATTTCTTATTTTC-3′ and ZNF609 (convergent primer): forward: 5′-AACCTTGGACTGGGCGC-3′; reverse: 5′-TCCAGTTCTGCTGGTCCTT-3′.

Animal studies
A total of 10 six-week-old female BALB/c nude mice were divided into two groups. Each mouse was subcutaneously injected 5×106 MDA-MB-231 cells to establish the mouse xenograft model. On the tenth day, cholesterol-conjugated si-circZNF609 and negative controls (GenePharma) were intratumorally injected. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee review board of Peihua University, Xi’an, China. And animal experiment operations were in agreement with the Animal Policy and Welfare Committee of Peihua University.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
The method of IHC was previously described. The H-score value was used to semiquantify the staining results.

Cell viability assay
The proliferation of breast cancer cells was assessed by cell-counting kit (CCK)-8 assay. MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were plated into the 96-well plates, followed by incubation with 10 µL of CCK-8 reagent for 2 hours. The absorbance values at 450 nm were tested by using a microplate reader (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland).

Ethynyldeoxyuridine (EdU) incorporation assay
The EdU kit was purchased from RiboBio Company (Guangzhou, China); and 50 mM EdU reagent was added into
96-well plates with the transfected cells and incubated for 4 hours, followed by fixing and staining. Images were obtained with a fluorescence microscope.

**Transwell migration and invasion assays**

The 24-well transwell chamber, without or with Matrigel (Corning, NY, USA), was utilized to determine breast cancer cell migration/invasion. After 24 hours of incubation, the migrated or invaded cells were fixed and stained, subsequently analyzed under a microscope.

**Wound healing assay**

Cells were cultured in six-well plates and scraped with a sterile 200 µL pipette tip. Photographic images were taken at the indicated time and subsequently analyzed using Image J software.

**Dual-Luciferase reporter assay**

The wild-type or mutated sequences of circZNF609 and p70S6K1 3′-untranslated region (3′-UTR) were cloned into pmirGLO vector. Cells were, respectively, cotransfected with these reporter plasmids and miR-145-5p inhibitors or mimics. After 48 hours, the luciferase activity was tested by a Dual-Luciferase assay system (Promega Corporation, Fitchburg, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

**Western blotting**

Breast cancer cells were lysed and harvested with 200 µL RIPA lysis buffer, followed by electrophoresis using 10% SDS-PAGE. Then incubated with anti-p70S6K1 antibody (#14485-1-AP, Proteintech, Chicago, IL, USA) and anti-GAPDH antibody (#ab181602, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) at 4°C overnight and subsequently incubated with secondary antibodies. The signals were tested using a chemiluminescence system (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA).

**Statistical analysis**

Student’s t-test was used to evaluate the differences between the different groups. Kaplan–Meier plot was utilized to analyze the survival curves. Correlations were measured by the Pearson correlation analysis. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**CircZNF609 is significantly overexpressed and predicts poor prognosis in breast cancer**

To investigate the potential role of circZNF609 in breast cancer, we measured the expression pattern of circZNF609 in breast cancer tissues and cell lines. CircZNF609 was markedly overexpressed in breast cancer tissues (n=143) compared with adjacent normal tissues (n=38) (Figure 1A). Consistent with our findings in breast cancer tissues, we found that circZNF609 expression levels are unanimously increased in all breast cancer cell lines (Figure 1B). More importantly, high circZNF609 expression was significantly related to lymph node metastasis (P<0.001), Ki-67 proliferation index (P=0.024), advanced TNM stage (P=0.006), and poor overall survival (P=0.002) (Table 1) (Figure 1C). These data suggest its potential oncogenic role in breast cancer.

**Silencing of circZNF609 inhibits breast cancer growth in vivo**

To further examine the oncogenic activity of circZNF609 in breast cancer, we established xenograft tumor model by subcutaneously injecting MDA-MB-231 cells (n=5 for each group). Tumor volume was measured every 3–4 days with digital calipers. When the tumor volume reached about 100 mm³, cholesterol-conjugated si-circZNF609 and negative controls were injected intratumorally. Twenty-eight days later, mice were euthanized. The results showed that circZNF609 knockdown suppressed the tumor growth rate and tumor volume (Figure 1D–F). IHC for Ki-67 also confirmed these results (Figure 1G, H). These data reveal that inhibition of circZNF609 can effectively retard breast cancer progression.

**Knockdown of circZNF609 suppresses the capability of breast cancer cells to proliferate, migrate, and invade**

We next interrogated whether circZNF609 could regulate biological activity in breast cancer. Three siRNAs targeting circZNF609 were designed and synthesized and subsequently transfected into MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. These siRNAs effectively decreased circZNF609 expression, while they had no effect on its liner isoform (Figure 2A). si-circZNF609#1 exerted the highest inhibitory efficiency (Figure 2A) and was selected for the subsequent experiments. The CCK-8 and EdU incorporation assays showed that circZNF609 silencing obviously inhibited MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cell proliferation (Figure 2B, C). Moreover, transwell migration and invasion assays showed that depletion of circZNF609 retarded breast cancer cell migration and invasion (Figure 2D). These above findings demonstrate that knockdown of circZNF609 suppresses the malignant phenotypes of breast cancer cells.
CircZNF609 serves as a sponge of miR-145-5p

Given that circRNAs were proposed to function as sponges for miRNAs,17 we tried to assess whether circZNF609 could bind to miRNAs. By searching the web tool named CircInteractome, we speculated that circZNF609 may have a putative binding site with miR-145-5p (Figure 3A), which is a well-known tumor suppressor. To verify this hypothesis, we conducted luciferase reporter and RNA pull-down assays. The reported plasmids were cotransfected with miR-145-5p mimics or negative controls into MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. As shown in Figure 3B, miR-145-5p overexpression decreased the luciferase activity of the wild-type vector by at least 60%, but did not change the mutated one. And RNA pull-down results revealed that circZNF609 did interact with miR-145-5p (Figure 3C). Furthermore, knockdown of circZNF609 increased, but overexpression of circZNF609 decreased miR-145-5p expression (Figure 3D). Analogously, miR-145-5p overexpression reduced, whereas miR-145-5p silencing elevated circZNF609 expression in these two
CircZnF609 sponges and sequesters miR-145-5p to upregulate p70S6K1 expression

It has been reported that p70S6K1 was a target of miR-145-5p.18 To confirm this result, we carried out luciferase reporter assay and found that miR-145-5p overexpression reduced the luciferase activity of the wild-type vector (Figure 4A), but not the mutated one (Figure 4B). We then cotransfected the luciferase reporter of wild-type p70S6K1 3′-UTR with circZnF609, the results showed that the luciferase activity was markedly increased compared with the control group (Figure 4C). However, this effect was abolished by overexpression of miR-145-5p (Figure 4C), suggesting that circZnF609 modulated the expression of p70S6K1 via binding to miR-145-5p. Moreover, we found that circZnF609 expression was positively correlated with p70S6K1 expression in breast cancer tissues ($r=0.597$, $P<0.001$) (Figure 4G). And the mRNA and protein expression levels of p70S6K1 were obviously rescued in miR-145-5p-overexpressing MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells after ectopic expression of circZnF609 (Figure 4E, F). These data show that circZnF609 elevates oncogene p70S6K1 expression by acting as a sponge of miR-145-5p in breast cancer.

miR-145-5p overexpression or p70S6K1 silencing effectively reverses circZnF609-induced promotion of breast cancer progression

To further confirm whether circZnF609 regulates breast cancer progression through an miR-145-5p/p70S6K1 axis, circZnF609 expression vector and miR-145-5p mimics were cotransfected into MCF7 cells. Ectopic expression of circZnF609 resulted in increased EdU-positive breast cancer cell population, but this proliferation-promoting
effect could be obviously abrogated by miR-145-5p overexpression (Figure 5A). Similar results were also observed in transwell migration and invasion assays without or with Matrigel, in which miR-145-5p overexpression significantly reversed the circZNF609-induced increase in cell migration and invasion rates (Figure 5B), which was in accordance with the wound healing assay (Figure 5C). Of note, circZNF609 cotransfected with si-p70S6K1 mimicked the effect of cotransfected with miR-145-5p mimics on breast cancer malignant phenotypes (Figure 5A–C). Taken together, these results demonstrate that miR-145-5p overexpression or p70S6K1 silencing can...
reverse circZNF609-induced aggressive phenotypes of breast cancer cells.

Discussion

Nowadays, the study of circRNA is receiving more and more attention. Here, we found that circZNF609 was remarkably upregulated in breast cancer tissues and was closely related to poor prognosis. Furthermore, circZNF609 promoted breast cancer aggressive phenotypes by functioning as a sponge of miR-145-5p, thereby elevating oncogene p70S6K1 expression. Thus, the regulatory network involving circZNF609/miR-145-5p/p70S6K1 axis may highlight a better understanding of breast tumorigenesis and development.

Wealth of studies shows that circRNAs are not the by-products in the process of splicing but a class of noncoding RNA with various biological functions that serve as ceRNAs. For instance, circHIPK3 could, respectively, sponge miR-30a, miR-7, miR-124, and miR-558 in diabetic proliferative retinopathy, liver cancer, and bladder cancer. Herein, we found that circZNF609 functioned as the sponge of miR-145-5p and promoted breast cancer.

Figure 3 CircZNF609 serves as a sponge of miR-145-5p in breast cell lines. Notes: (A) The putative targeting site of circZNF609 and miR-145-5p was predicted by Circinteractome. (B) Luciferase activity analysis in MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells cotransfected with miR-145-5p mimics and pmirGLO-circZNF609-WT or pmirGLO-circZNF609-Mut vector. (C) RNA pull-down assay in MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells, the expression levels of miR-145-5p pulled down by circZNF609 or oligo probe were detected by qRT-PCR. (D) qRT-PCR analysis of miR-145-5p in MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells with circZNF609 knockdown or overexpression. (E) qRT-PCR analysis of circZNF609 in MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells with miR-145-5p knockdown or overexpression. (F) qRT-PCR analysis of miR-145-5p in BC tissues (n=143) and adjacent normal tissues (n=38). (G) Pearson’s correlation analysis of circZNF609 and miR-145-5p in BC tissues (n=143) (r=-0.597, P<0.001). Data were represented as mean±SD of at least three independent experiments. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.

Abbreviations: AN, adjacent normal tissue; BC, breast cancer; NC, negative control; WT, wild type; qRT-PCR, quantitative reverse transcription PCR.
recent research suggested that circZNF609 could sponge miR-150-5p to regulate AKT3 expression in Hirschsprung’s disease. However, we did not detect if circZNF609 could interact with miR-150-5p in breast cancer cells (data not shown). We speculate that circZNF609 may exert its biological roles in tissue- or cell-specific context. Therefore, the molecular mechanism and function of circZNF609 still require further investigation in other malignancies.

A large number of studies indicate that miRNAs are involved in many important physiological processes. miR-145-5p, a famous tumor suppressor, was frequently downregulated in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, prostate cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, and colorectal cancer. Some studies have shown that miR-145-5p inhibited tumor angiogenesis and growth by directly binding to p70S6K1 3'-UTR. Our data also confirmed their interaction with breast cancer cells by Dual-Luciferase reporter assay. p70S6K1, a downstream AKT/mTOR signaling pathway, has been reported as a key regulator of cell growth, metabolism, survival, and drug resistance. p70S6K1 was markedly overexpressed in many human cancers and was closely related to tumor malignancy and poor prognosis. In this study,
we found that miR-145-5p could significantly suppress the mRNA and protein expression of p70S6K1 and that the inhibition was retarded after ectopic expression of circZNF609, suggesting that circZNF609 increased oncogene p70S6K1 expression by sponging and sequestering miR-145-5p activity. Moreover, ectopic expression of miR-145-5p or silencing of p70S6K1 could effectively reverse circZNF609-induced promotion of breast cancer proliferation, migration, and invasion. Besides, we also found that circZNF609 was negatively and positively correlated with miR-145-5p and p70S6K1 in breast cancer tissues, respectively. These results showed the circZNF609/miR-145-5p/p70S6K1 axis is involved in the pathogenesis of breast cancer.

To sum up, our findings reveal that circZNF609 plays an oncogenic role in breast cancer, at least partly, by elevating p70S6K1 expression via sponging miR-145-5p, and it can also be a promising prognostic biomarker for patient with breast cancer. Our data also demonstrate that targeting the circZNF609/miR-145-5p/p70S6K1 axis may be a novel potential therapeutic strategy for breast cancer.

Figure 5 miR-145-5p overexpression or p70S6K1 silencing effectively reverses circZNF609-induced promotion of breast cancer progression. 
Notes: (A) EdU assay of MCF7 cells cotransfected with circZNF609 vector or control vector, and miR-145-5p mimics or si-p70S6K1. Scale bar=20 µm. (B, C) Transwell and wound healing assays of MCF7 cells cotransfected with circZNF609 vector or control vector, and miR-145-5p mimics or si-p70S6K1. Scale bar=20 µm. The corresponding statistical plots were exhibited in right panel. Data were represented as mean±SD of at least three independent experiments. * vs control vector group, # vs circZNF609 vector group. **P<0.01, ***P<0.01.
Abbreviation: EdU, ethynyldeoxyuridine.
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